
Grow Your Own: Big Apple is a collaborative exhibition organized by 
Eugene Lang’s visiting artist Eve Mosher, professors Simonetta Moro, Janet 
Kraynak and Sarah Montague, and Eugene Lang College students from the 
following four classes: Signs of Growth: Urban Food, Personal Mapping in 
New York City, History and Theory of Exhibitions, and The Skybridge          
Curatorial Project, which includes Skybridge Soundscape. Initiated by two   
artistic projects spearheaded by Mosher/Moro, and artist Tattfoo Tan, the      
installation includes materials and documentation from their contributions to 
Art in Odd Places, a month-long public art event that utilizes the history, 
physical infrastructure, and social dynamics of 14th street as an instigator for 
artistic projects.

The map presented on the wall recreates one of these contributions: Signs 

of Growth + Mobile Gardens, a site-specific installation/performance that 
took place over the weekend of October 16-18.  The work entailed identifying 
and marking “green sites,” or places that could potentially support locally 
grown food—with signs along 14th street, from Union Square to 10th 
Avenue. 
The sites are diverse, idiosyncratic, even fantastical, including everything 
from scaffolding to rooftops, with the intent of encouraging passers-by to 
think about urban agriculture and under-utilized public spaces. 
Also on display are examples of Tatfoo Tan’s Mobile Gardens, carts and 
found objects that students, working in collaboration with the artist, equipped 
with greenery and paraded along 14th street, while distributing maps of the 
Signs of Growth sites and brochures about urban window box planting. 
Additionally, projects created by Mosher’s Signs of Growth: Urban Food class 
include a local cookbook, urban greenhouse and window boxes that the    
students designed as alternative methods of encouraging urban agriculture.

Created by students in the Skybridge Curatorial Project/Soundscape class, 
the Soundscape engages with the concept of growing plants, here       
translated into growing sound. Using the program GarageBand, students  
created an artificial soundtrack imaginative of the photosynthesis process of         
molecules as well as city textures where gardens might grow. These sounds 
are then heard in conjunction with field recordings taken during the Signs of 
Growth + Mobile Gardens performance on 14th street during the Art In Odd 
Places   festival, generating a multi-layered collage of actual and invented 
sounds.


